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Albert: Editor's Page

Editor's Page
Volume 74 of the West Virginia Law Review features a number
of changes which we feel will improve the overall appearance of the
Law Review. First, we have obviously changed the cover. We
debated long and hard about this change but decided that there was
nothing particularly sacred (or eye-appealing) about our former
green and black cover.
Our new cover features the gold and blue colors that have traditionally been the standard for West Virginia University. We hope the
new image for the Law Review will portend a new and brightened
image for the Law School.
In addition to the new cover, we have adopted a standard 6
by 9 inch page as the format for the textual matter. This not only
provides as much printed material per page as earlier volumes (which
varied in length and width), but also is a standard stock page size
for printers and therefore less expensive to publish.
We have received excellent cooperation from the writers of lead
articles this year and hope that you enjoy the wide range of available
articles in this issue. There will be greater emphasis in the two remaining issues on student material, but we also plan a number of
interesting and practical lead articles for the West Virginia practitioner. We invite your critical comments and recommendations regarding any sins of commission or omission in issues 1 and 2 of
Volume 74.
Michael A. Albert
Editor-in-Chief
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